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A distinguishing feature of protective measurement is the possibility of obtaining information about expectation
values while making the disturbance of the initial state arbitrarily small. Quantifying this state disturbance is
of paramount importance. Here we derive exact and perturbative expressions for the state disturbance and the
faithfulness of the measurement outcome in a model describing a spin-1/2 particle protectively measured by an
inhomogeneous magnetic field. We determine constraints on the experimentally required field strengths from
bounds imposed on the allowable state disturbance. We also demonstrate that the protective measurement may
produce an incorrect result even when the particle’s spin state is unaffected by the measurement, and show
that successive measurements using multiple magnetic fields produce the same state disturbance as a single
measurement involving a superposition of these fields. Our results supply comprehensive understanding of a
paradigmatic model for protective measurement, may aid the experimental implementation of the measurement
scheme, and illustrate fundamental properties of protective measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.92.062116 PACS number(s): 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Wj
I. INTRODUCTION
Any quantum measurement changes (“disturbs”) the quan-
tum state of the measured system. Protective measurement
[1–6] is a scheme for measuring expectation values of a
quantum system in a way that makes this state disturbance
arbitrarily small. For such a measurement to obtain, the system
is coupled weakly to the apparatus, and the initial state of the
system is required to be in a nondegenerate eigenstate of its
Hamiltonian. Neither the initial state nor the Hamiltonian need
to be known. Besides being an important and unusual instance
of a quantum measurement, protective measurement offers
the possibility of successively carrying out measurements of
expectation values of different observables while the system is
likely to remain in its initial quantum state. This state may then
be reconstructed from the measured expectation values with in
principle arbitrarily high fidelity [1–4]. In this way, protective
measurement may provide a route toward state tomography of
single quantum systems.
Two essential aspects of protective measurement remain
insufficiently studied. The first is to actually quantify the state
disturbance, rather than to simply consider the idealization of
an infinitely weak and infinitely long measurement interaction,
for which no state disturbance occurs. The second is to study
concrete models for implementing protective measurements.
In particular, what has not yet been done is to study the
issue of state disturbance in the context of such a model,
so one can better understand the physics and parameter
choices that would need to go into an experiment realizing
a protective measurement with minimal state disturbance. Our
paper addresses this open problem.
Specifically, we consider the protective measurement of
the state of a spin-1/2 particle by an inhomogeneous magnetic
field using a Stern-Gerlach-like setup. This paradigmatic and
experimentally relevant model was first studied in Refs. [1,4],
but those studies merely demonstrated one basic feature
of protective measurement, namely, how information about
the expectation value becomes encoded in the shift of the
apparatus pointer. The studies only considered in the limit
of an infinitesimally weak inhomogeneous magnetic field
applied for an infinite amount of time (and infinitely rapidly
turned on and off), without attending to the crucial issue of
state disturbance. Here, we revisit this model but develop
a significantly more general account of it that allows us to
precisely quantify the amount of state disturbance as a function
of the relevant physical parameters. Given the importance of
two-level systems (qubits) in quantum mechanics and quantum
information processing, our model is of great theoretical and
practical interest. Because the model is exactly solvable,
we can also use it as a tool for assessing the accuracy of
approximate and perturbative solutions that are needed to treat
most other models of protective measurement. By applying a
recently developed perturbative approach [7], we are also able
to explore how time-dependent couplings between system and
apparatus help reduce the state disturbance.
The main result of our paper is the derivation of both
exact and approximate expressions for the state disturbance
predicted by the model. This has direct physical implications,
because it allows us to estimate the values of the magnetic-field
parameters that would be required to implement a protective
measurement that has a suitably low probability of disturbing
the initial state. We also show that multiple simultaneous
protective measurements do not result in smaller cumulative
state disturbance when compared to a successive implemen-
tation of these measurements. More generally, our analysis
identifies and illustrates properties of protective measurements
and of quantum measurements in general, such as comple-
mentarity and the tradeoff between information gain and
disturbance.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the
model for the protective quantum measurement of a spin-1/2
particle. In Sec. III we derive exact and perturbative solu-
tions for the state disturbance incurred during the protective
measurement. In Sec. IV, we compare the state disturbance
for successive and simultaneous protective measurements. In
Sec. V we explore a hitherto overlooked issue, namely, the
possibility of a protective measurement’s failing due to a
reversed momentum shift. We discuss our results in Sec. VI.
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II. MEASUREMENT MODEL
In a protective measurement [1–5], the quantum system
interacts weakly with a measuring apparatus via an interaction
Hamiltonian given by
ˆHint(t) = g(t) ˆO ⊗ ˆP . (1)
Here ˆO is the observable protectively measured on the system,
and ˆP is the operator that generates a corresponding shift of the
pointer of the apparatus. The coupling function g(t) describes
the time dependence of the strength of the system–apparatus
interaction and is normalized according to∫ T
0
dt g(t) = 1, (2)
where t = 0 marks the onset of the protective measurement
and T is the total measurement time [thus g(t) = 0 for t < 0
and t > T ]. It follows that the average coupling strength over
the course of the measurement is equal to 1/T for all choices
of g(t). The normalization condition (2) not only imposes
an inversely proportional relationship between this average
coupling strength and the measurement time T , but also
ensures that the total pointer shift produced by the protective
measurement is independent of the particular functional form
of g(t) [7].
Consider now the following model of a protective measure-
ment of a spin-1/2 particle by a magnetic field, first discussed
in Ref. [2] (see also Sec. II E of Ref. [4]). A spin-1/2 particle
travels through a uniform magnetic field of unknown direction
and magnitude. The field provides the protection of the parti-
cle’s initial spin state, which is quantized along the direction
of the field. Information about expectation values of spin
components along different axes is obtained by introducing
weak inhomogeneous magnetic fields in different directions,
which produce a change in the particle’s momentum (resulting
in a displacement of its trajectory). The expectation values of
different spin components can then be obtained from measur-
ing these momentum shifts, and the spin state of the particle
may be reconstructed from the measured expectation values.
Denoting the uniform magnetic field by B0 = B0ez, the spin
part of the Hamiltonian of the particle is
ˆHS = −μσˆ · B0 = −μB0σˆz, (3)
where μ is the magnetic moment of the particle [8]. The eigen-
states of ˆHS are the eigenstates |±〉 of σˆz, with eigenvalues
E± = ∓μB0 and corresponding transition frequency
ω0 = 2μB0

. (4)
The particle is assumed to be in one of these two eigenstates.
Between t = 0 and t = T , the particle traverses a region in
which an additional inhomogeneous time-dependent magnetic
field
B1(x,t) = g(t)βqn, (5)
is present, where n is the (known) direction, g(t) is the
time dependence of the field strength, and q is the position
coordinate in the direction of n [9]. We refer to B0 as
the protection field and B1 as the measurement field. The
interaction Hamiltonian is taken to be
ˆHint(x,t) = −μσˆ · B1(x,t) = −g(t)μβ(σˆ · n) ⊗ qˆ. (6)
Comparison with Eq. (1) shows that the system observable
to be protectively measured is the spin component σˆ · n in
the direction n of the measurement field, while qˆ is the
apparatus observable that couples to the spin component.
The apparatus observable qˆ does not commute with the
self-Hamiltonian ˆHA = pˆ2/2m of the apparatus associated
with the phase-space degree of freedom of the particle,
and therefore qˆ is not a constant of motion. Because this
noncommutativity complicates the mathematical treatment
while leaving unaffected the possibility or the physics of a
protective measurement [4], Refs. [2,4] have considered the
particle in its rest frame, such that ˆHA = 0. Adopting this
approach, the state of the particle for t < 0 is
(x,t) = |±〉 exp
(
± iμB0t

)
= |±〉 exp
(
± iω0t
2
)
, (7)
and the total Hamiltonian ˆH (t) defining our model is
ˆH (x,t) = ˆHS + ˆHint(x,t) = −μB0σˆz − g(t)μβ(σˆ · n) ⊗ qˆ.
(8)
III. STATE DISTURBANCE
A. Constant coupling
We now derive our main result, an expression for the
state disturbance of the initial spin state by the protective
measurement. We first consider the time-independent coupling
function (hereafter “constant coupling”) defined by
g(t) =
{
1/T , 0  t  T ,
0, otherwise. (9)
Then the Hamiltonian (8) is time-independent,
ˆH (x) = −μσˆ · B(x), (10)
where
B(x) = B0ez + 1
T
βqn, (11)
which shows that the strength of the measurement field scales
as 1/T . The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (10) are
|+〉x = cos
θ (x)
2
|+〉 + sin θ (x)
2
eiφ(x)|−〉, (12a)
|−〉x = sin
θ (x)
2
|+〉 − cos θ (x)
2
eiφ(x)|−〉, (12b)
with corresponding eigenvalues E±(x) = ∓μB(x). Here θ (x)
and φ(x) are the polar and azimuthal angles of B(x). Note that
θ (x) is also the angle between B(x) and B0, and that φ(x) is
equal to the (fixed) azimuthal angle η of the field-direction
vector n. If the initial spin state is |+〉 = cos θ(x)2 |+〉x +
sin θ(x)2 |−〉x, then at t = T it is
|ψ(x,T )〉 = cos θ (x)
2
exp
(
iμB(x)T

)
|+〉x
+ sin θ (x)
2
exp
(
− iμB(x)T

)
|−〉x. (13)
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Existing treatments of the model [2,4] have only considered
the limit of (infinitely) large measurement times T , such that
B1  B0. Then θ (x)  1, and thus
B(x) ≈ B(x) · ez = B0 + 1
T
βq cos γ, (14)
where γ is the polar angle of n, which is also the angle between
B1(x) and B0. In this limit, the state (13) becomes
|ψ(x,T )〉 ≈ exp
(
iω0T
2
)
exp
(
iμβq cos γ

)
|+〉. (15)
This is the familiar result of protective measurement originally
derived in Ref. [2]. The system remains, with arbitrarily
large probability, in its initial state |+〉, while the term
exp (iμβq cos γ /) induces a change in momentum (pointer
shift) in the direction of n of size p = μβ cos γ . Since
cos γ = 〈+|σˆ · n|+〉, the momentum shift can be written as
p = μβ〈+|σˆ · n|+〉n, which is proportional to the expecta-
tion value of the system observable σˆ · n in the initial state
|+〉.
State disturbance manifests itself in a nonzero probability
amplitude for finding the system in the state |−〉 at t = T . We
write the final state as
|(x,T )〉 = A+(x,T )|+〉 + A−(x,T )|−〉, (16)
where the phase-space part has been absorbed into A±(x,T ) =
〈±|ψ(x,T )〉. The amplitude A−(x,T ) is the probability am-
plitude for the transition |+〉 → |−〉, and we therefore take
|A−(x,T )|2 as a measure for the state disturbance. From
Eqs. (12) and (13), we find
A−(x,T ) = ieiη sin θ (x) sin
(
μB(x)T

)
. (17)
Using Eq. (11), we have
B(x) =
√
B(x) · B(x) = B0
√
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ , (18)
where
ξ = ξ (q,T ) = βq
B0T
(19)
measures the relative field strength B1/B0, where B1 has been
evaluated at position q along direction n. We may associate
q with the measured location of the particle when it has
completed its passage through the measurement field.
Explicitly evaluating the term sin θ (x) appearing in Eq. (17),
sin θ (x) =
√
[B(x) · ex]2 + [B(x) · ey]2
B(x)
= ξ sin γ√
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ , (20)
the transition amplitude can be written as
A−(x,T ) ≡ A−(q,γ,T )
= ieiη μβq

sin γ sinc
(
ω0T
2
√
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ
)
,
(21)
where sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. Note that the quantity ξ appearing
in Eq. (21) depends on T , B0, β, and q [see Eq. (19)]. We
FIG. 1. (Color online) Amount of state disturbance introduced
during the protective measurement as quantified by the probability
P−(ξ,γ ) of transitioning to the orthogonal state, shown for constant
coupling as a function of the dimensionless parameter ξ = βq/B0T
for three different values of γ . The parameter ξ measures the strength
of the measurement field B1(x) relative to the strength of the protection
field B0, and γ represents the angle between B1(x) and B0. In addition
to the probabilities calculated from the exact expression (23), we
also show the O(1/T 2) approximation obtained from Eq. (25) for
γ = 45◦.
have also explicitly added the variable γ to the argument to
indicate that the transition amplitude depends on this angle
approximately as sin2 γ .
Note that Eq. (21) is zero if the sinc function is equal to
zero. However, we cannot deliberately target these zeros to
evade state disturbance, since it would require precise a priori
knowledge of B0 and γ that is unavailable in a protective
measurement. We may therefore disregard the oscillations of
sinc(x) and replace it by its decay envelope given by 1/x for
x  1, such that
A−(ξ,γ ) = ieiη sin γ ξ√
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ , (22)
and thus the transition probability is
P−(ξ,γ ) = |A−(T )|2 = ξ
2 sin2 γ
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ . (23)
We have written the argument as (ξ,γ ) to emphasize that
the amount of state disturbance depends only on the relative
strength ξ of the measurement field (which is inversely
proportional to T ) and the angle γ (which is determined by
the measured observable σˆ · n).
Figure 1 shows the state disturbance calculated from the
exact expression (23) as a function of ξ for γ = 22.5◦, 45◦,
and 90◦. The reduction of the state disturbance achieved by
decreasing ξ is clearly seen, where a decrease in ξ corresponds
to an increase in the measurement time T with its inversely
proportional effect on the strength of the measurement field
[see Eq. (11)]. We also see how the state disturbance grows
with γ as the direction of the measured spin component
moves further away from the direction of the protection field
B0. Specifically, in the worst-case scenario γ = 90◦ for state
disturbance, in order not to exceed a probability Pmax of state
disturbance we need ξ 
√
Pmax/(1 − Pmax). It follows that
ξ = 0.1 is sufficient for remaining within a 1% probability of
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transitioning to the orthogonal state, regardless of the particular
value of γ (making such thresholds hold for all possible values
of γ is important because in an experimental setting the value
of γ will not be known a priori).
Assuming weak measurement (ξ  1), we can Taylor-
expand Eq. (22) to first order in ξ ,
A−(ξ,γ ) = ieiηξ sin γ +O(ξ 2) = ieiη βq
B0T
sin γ +O(1/T 2).
(24)
To second order in 1/T , the corresponding transition proba-
bility is therefore
P−(ξ,γ ) ≈ ξ 2 sin2 γ =
(
βq
B0
)2
sin2 γ
T 2
. (25)
This expression exhibits the 1/T 2 dependence familiar
from first-order perturbation theory [10] and the sinusoidal
dependence on γ . It is shown in Fig. 1 (dashed-dotted
line) as a function of ξ for γ = 45◦. We see that it
represents an excellent approximation to the exact transition
amplitude given by Eq. (23) for the case ξ  1 relevant to
protective measurement. For larger ξ  1, it produces a small
overestimate of the state disturbance.
Let us investigate the extent to which the weak-
measurement condition of small ξ may hold in a concrete
experimental setting. We consider a Stern-Gerlach experiment
based on evaporated potassium atoms (μ = 9.3 × 10−24 J/T )
and a movable hot-wire detector, a common modern imple-
mentation [11], and estimate the required inhomogeneity of the
measurement field to achieve an appreciable displacement. The
magnitude of the momentum shift is p = μβ cos γ , and thus
the force on the particle due to the measurement field is F =
μ(β/T ) cos γ , where β/T corresponds to the measurement-
field gradient |∇B1|. With a typical oven temperature Toven =
500 K, the most probable velocity of a potassium atom emitted
from the oven is v = √2kBToven/m ≈ 450 m/s. Then the spa-
tial displacement in the direction∇B1 of the inhomogeneity is
s = μβ cos γ
2mT
T 2 = μ|∇B1| cos γ
2mv2
d2 = μ|∇B1| cos γ
4kBToven
d2.
(26)
To achieve a displacement s = 0.5 mm, the required
measurement-field gradient (setting γ = 45◦ from here on)
is ∇B1 ≈ 20 T/m, which is a typical value in a Stern-Gerlach
experiment.
Experimentally achievable strengths of a continuous uni-
form magnetic field are around 10 T. For B0 = 10 T, the weak-
measurement condition of small ξ , which is here given by
(∇B1)d/B0, is reasonably well fulfilled, since (∇B1)d/B0 ≈
0.2. From Eq. (25), this value implies a transition probability
of 2%. Improvement is possible by increasing the size d of the
measurement region, since s ∝ d2 while ξ increases only
linearly with d. For example, for d = 1 m, the same displace-
ment s = 0.5 mm requires only ∇B1 ≈ 0.2 T/m. We may
then lower the uniform field to B0 = 1 T while maintaining
the previous values for the field ratio (∇B1)d/B0 ≈ 0.2 and
the state disturbance. Alternatively, if we maintain the uniform
field at B0 = 10 T, the field ratio is reduced to 0.02, leading to
a 100-fold reduction in state disturbance.
One experimental challenge will be to supply a sufficiently
strong uniform magnetic field with a small but well-defined
inhomogeneity over an extended region in space. Furthermore,
since the magnitude of the displacement depends on the
atomic velocities, which follow a thermal distribution upon
the emission of the atoms from the oven, resolving the
cos γ dependence of the momentum shift will necessitate
a selection stage that produces atoms with a narrow range
of velocities and directions. Experimental challenges of this
kind notwithstanding, our numerical estimates suggest that
the protective measurement considered in this paper may be
experimentally realizable, at least in principle, using a standard
Stern-Gerlach experiment with a superposed strong uniform
magnetic field of practically achievable strength.
B. State disturbance for time-dependent measurement fields
Explicitly time-dependent couplings g(t) between system
and apparatus, such as those describing a gradual turn-on
and turnoff of the measurement interaction, are of great
relevance to protective measurement, since they allow for
a significant reduction of the state disturbance compared to
the case of constant coupling [7]. Here we illustrate this
reduction in the context of our model. We consider the
interaction Hamiltonian (6) as a time-dependent perturbation
to ˆHS = −μB0σˆz and express the state-vector amplitudes
A±(x,T ) appearing in Eq. (16) as a perturbative series (Dyson
series), A±(x,T ) =
∑∞
=0 A
()
± (x,T ). Here A()± (x,T ) is the
expression for the th-order correction to the zeroth-order
amplitudes A(0)+ (x,T ) = 1 and A(0)− (x,T ) = 0. For protective
measurements, the first-order transition amplitude A(1)± (x,T )
is a reliable measure of the state disturbance [7]. Applying the
formalism of Ref. [7] to our model, we find
A
(1)
− (q,γ,T ) = ie−iω0T/2
μβq

eiη sin γ
∫ T
0
dt eiω0t g(t). (27)
For the case of constant coupling considered before, this
becomes (again disregarding the oscillations of the sinc
function)
A
(1)
− (q,γ,T ) = i
μβq

sin γ eiη
1
ω0T/2
= ieiηξ sin γ, (28)
which is the same as Eq. (24), the approximation of Eq. (21)
for weak measurement fields. Indeed, by evaluating the higher-
order corrections A()− (q,γ,T ), one finds that A()− (q,γ,T ) is
equal to the term of order  in ξ in the Taylor expansion of the
exact solution for A−(q,γ,T ), Eq. (21). This agreement can
be explained by noting that the Dyson series is a power series
in the perturbation-strength parameter, here represented by ξ .
To illustrate the reduction of the state disturbance obtained
for time-dependent couplings, we consider two examples. The
raised-cosine function was already studied, more generally, in
Ref. [7] and is defined by
g(t) = 1
T
[
1 + cos
(
2π (t − T/2)
T
)]
for 0  t  T , (29)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Raised-cosine function defined by
Eq. (29) and the “optimized” coupling function defined by Eq. (32).
Both coupling functions describe a gradual turn-on and turnoff of the
measurement field. The horizontal axis is in units of the measurement
time T and the vertical axis is in units of 1/T . (b) Corresponding
reduction of state disturbance. We plot the ratio p− = P (1)− /P const−
of the transition probability P (1)− for each coupling to the transition
probability P const− for constant coupling, shown as a function of the
dimensionless parameter ω0T .
and g(t) = 0 otherwise [Fig. 2(a)]. From Eq. (27), the first-
order transition amplitude is
A
(1)
− (q,γ,T ) = i
μβq

sin γ eiη
sinc(ω0T/2)
1 − (ω0T/2π )2 . (30)
In a protective measurement, ω0T is chosen to be large to
minimize the state disturbance (since the sinc function decays
as the inverse of its argument). In this case the damping factor
is well approximated by −(ω0T/2π )−2. Disregarding as usual
the oscillations represented by the sinc function, Eq. (30)
becomes
A
(1)
− (q,γ,T ) ≈ −i
μβq

sin γ eiη
π2
(ω0T/2)3
. (31)
This expression scales as 1/T 3, which is to be compared to
the 1/T scaling for constant coupling [see Fig. 2(b)].
We can further reduce the state disturbance by making the
turn-on and turnoff of the raised-cosine function (29) even
more gradual,
g(t) = 1
T
[
1 + 4
3
cos
(
2π (t − T/2)
T
)
+ 1
3
cos
(
4π (t − T/2)
T
)]
for 0  t  T , (32)
and g(t) = 0 otherwise [Fig. 2(a)]. For ω0T  1 and disre-
garding the oscillations of the sinc function, we find
A
(1)
− (q,γ,T ) ≈ −
μβq

eiη sin γ
4π4
(ω0T/2)5
, (33)
which scales as 1/T 5, a significant additional reduction of the
state disturbance compared to the 1/T 3 dependence for the
raised-cosine function [see Fig. 2(b)].
The condition ω0T  1 is easily achieved in an experi-
mental setting. As an example, we take again the Stern-Gerlach
experiment with potassium atoms. For B0 = 1 T , ω−10 is on the
order of 10−11 s, which is to be compared to the time T required
for the atom to traverse the region over which the measurement
field is applied. For a width d = 0.1 m of this region and an
atomic velocity v = 450 m/s, we have T ≈ 0.2 ms, which is
seven orders of magnitude larger than ω−10 .
IV. SUCCESSIVE VERSUS SIMULTANEOUS
PROTECTIVE MEASUREMENTS
To reconstruct a quantum state, we need to protectively
measure multiple observables. To minimize the total state dis-
turbance, should we measure those observables successively
or simultaneously? One might expect that a simultaneous
measurement will be superior, because for successive measure-
ments the disturbed state produced by an earlier measurement
will become the initial state for a subsequent measurement,
thus propagating the error. Here we show that, for our model,
this is not so: both methods will result in the same state
disturbance.
State reconstruction requires the protective measurement
of three spin directions. Consider the measurement fields
B(k)1 (x) = 1T βkqknk for orthogonal directions nk , with k =
1,2,3 (we assume constant coupling), and also consider
the combined field B1(x) =
∑3
k=1 B
(k)
1 (x). The first-order
transition amplitude is now found to be
A
(1)
− (x,T ) =
i

μ
( 3∑
k=1
βkqk sin γk eiηk
)
sinc
(
ω0T
2
)
, (34)
where γk is the angle between nk and B0, and ηk is the
azimuthal angle of nk . This is simply a sum over the first-order
transition amplitudes (27) evaluated separately for the three
measurement fields B(k)1 (x). Equation (34) is to be compared
to the transition amplitude for a measurement procedure
consisting of three successive protective measurements. We
model this procedure as a single protective measurement of
duration 3T with interaction Hamiltonian
ˆHint(x,t)
=
{− 1
T
μβk(σˆ · nk) ⊗ qˆk, (k−1)T  t  kT , k = 1,2,3,
0, otherwise.
(35)
The corresponding first-order transition amplitude is
A
(1)
− (x,T )=
i

μ
( 3∑
k=1
βkqk sin γk eiηk ei(k−2)ω0T
)
sinc
(
ω0T
2
)
,
(36)
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which, apart from the relative phase factors ei(k−2)ω0T , is
the same as Eq. (34). These phase factors describe rapid
oscillations as a function of T and can therefore be consid-
ered experimentally irrelevant in the same way as we have
disregarded the oscillations of the sinc function. Thus, we
have confirmed that successive and simultaneous protective
measurements introduce identical amounts of state disturbance
in our model.
V. MOMENTUM-SHIFT REVERSALS
Finally, let us explore a hitherto overlooked caveat of pro-
tective measurement: even if no state disturbance occurs, the
measured direction of the momentum shift may be reversed,
resulting in a reconstructed state that can differ drastically
from the initial state. Consider the amplitude A+(x,T ) =
〈+|ψ(x,T )〉 for the system to be found in the initial state
|+〉 at the conclusion of the measurement. Assuming constant
coupling, Eq. (13) gives
A+(x,T ) = 1 + cos θ (x)2 exp
(
iμB(x)T

)
+ 1 − cos θ (x)
2
exp
(
− iμB(x)T

)
. (37)
Using B(x) ≈ B0 + βqT 〈+|σˆ · n|+〉 [see Eq. (14)], Eq. (37)
shows that the state |+〉 in the final state vector is associated
with a superposition of opposite momentum shifts ±p =
±μβ〈+|σˆ · n|+〉n. Only the state corresponding to +p,
however, represents the correct pointer shift. From Eq. (37),
and using that
cos θ (x) = B(x) · ez
B(x) =
1 + ξ cos γ√
1 + ξ 2 + 2ξ cos γ , (38)
the probability for a measurement of the particle’s momentum
shift to yield the incorrect value −p conditional on the
system’s being found in the state |+〉 is, to lowest order in ξ ,
P (ξ,γ ) ≈ ( 12ξ sin γ )4. (39)
Because this probability is of order O(ξ 4), it is typically
negligible. The fact that the probability amplitude
corresponding to Eq. (39) is of order 1/T 2 explains why it
was missed not only in the zeroth-order limit of infinitely
large T , but also in the first-order treatment of Refs. [7,10].
Even though the probability is typically small, we may
still ask what the consequence of measuring −p instead of
+p would be, as far as state reconstruction is concerned.
The reversed momentum shift translates to the expectation
value of σˆ · n in the orthogonal state |−〉. Suppose that one
of three successive protective measurements of observables
σˆ · ni (i = 1,2,3) has resulted in a reversed momentum shift,
and take σˆ · n3 to be this failed measurement. Then the
expectation value of σˆ · n3 in the initial state |+〉 determined
from the momentum shift would be − cos γ , where γ is
the angle between n3 and B0. In the {|+〉,|−〉} basis, the
corresponding density matrix reconstructed from the three
protective measurements of σˆ · ni would then be
ρˆ =
(
sin2 γ −i sin γ cos γ e−iη
i sin γ cos γ eiη cos2 γ
)
, (40)
rather than ρˆ = |+〉〈+| = (1 00 0), where η is the azimuthal
angle of n3. The pure state corresponding to Eq. (40) is
|ψ〉 = sin γ |+〉 + ieiη cos γ |−〉. For example, if γ = 45◦,
then |ψ〉 = 2−1/2(|+〉 + ieiη|−〉), an equal-weight superpo-
sition of |+〉 and |−〉. The functional dependence of the
fidelity F (ρˆ,|+〉) = √〈+|ρˆ|+〉 = sin γ may be understood
as follows. If γ = 0, then the failed measurement is in the
direction of the quantization axis of the initial spin state
|+〉 and indicates the expectation value −1 associated with
the state |−〉, while the expectation values of the protective
measurements in the two orthogonal directions are zero. Thus
the conjunction of these three measurements would lead one
to conclude that the system’s state must be |−〉, and therefore
the fidelity will be zero. Conversely, if γ = 90◦, then the
expectation value of the protective measurement along this
direction is zero, and thus a sign flip of this expectation value
leaves the fidelity unaffected.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Physically realizable protective measurements inevitably
disturb the initial state of the system, implying a nonzero
probability for the measurement to fail. Fundamentally, this
disturbance is rooted in the tradeoff between quantum-state
disturbance and information gain in a quantum measurement
[12], as well as in the fact that the maximum possible
information gain does not depend on the particular imple-
mentation of the quantum measurement [13]. To determine
the likelihood of success of a protective measurement and the
fidelity of quantum-state reconstruction based on protective
measurements, one needs to be able to quantify the state
disturbance, as well as the faithfulness of the measurement
outcome.
In this paper we have analyzed these issues in the context
of a concrete model that may be experimentally realizable
using a setup of the Stern-Gerlach type. While this model
has been used previously [1,4] to illustrate basic features of
protective measurement, the essential issues studied in this
paper had not yet been considered. One of our main results
is that if the strength of the weak inhomogeneous magnetic
field producing the measurement interaction does not vary
in time during the measurement interval, then the amount
of disturbance of the initial state is completely quantified
by two parameters. The first parameter is the ratio between
the measurement field and the strong uniform magnetic field
providing the protection of the initial state. The second
parameter is the angle between the unknown direction of the
protection field and the experimentally chosen direction of the
measurement field. We found that the transition probability
shows, to good approximation, a quadratic dependence on
the field-strength parameter and a sinusoidal dependence
on the angle parameter. Thus, weakening the measurement
field reduces the state disturbance, despite the fact that the
measurement time T is simultaneously increased by the same
factor (this is so because the measurement field is inversely
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proportional to T ). The increase of the state disturbance as
a function of the angle parameter can be understood from
the complementarity principle, since increasing the angle
corresponds to measuring a spin component in a direction
further away from the direction represented by the quantization
axis of the initial spin state.
The state disturbance can be reduced not only by decreasing
the relative strength of the measurement field, but also
by turning the field on and off in a gradual fashion, as
was already shown more generally in Ref. [7]. Our results
illustrate that such a gradual turn-on and turnoff accomplishes
a much more effective reduction of the state disturbance
than could be achieved by merely making the measurement
field weaker. Although it is in principle easy to realize any
desired smooth time dependence of the measurement field
by gradually changing the current in the electromagnet, the
experimental challenge lies in appropriately timing the field
such that it is gradually turned on just as the particle enters
the measurement region. This also requires that only a single
particle traverses the measurement field at any given time.
Among other measures, reaching the single-particle regime
may require a suitably narrow collimating slit for minimizing
the particle flux issuing from the source.
For a protective measurement to be successful, it needs to
not only leave the system in its initial state at the conclusion
of the measurement, but the shift of the apparatus pointer must
also be a faithful representation of the expectation value of the
measured observable in this initial state. Our analysis shows
that the issues of state disturbance and faithful pointer shift
(here realized as a momentum transfer) are distinct and require
individual attention. In particular, we found that even when the
system is left in its initial state at the end of the measurement
interaction, the measurement may still result in the wrong
pointer shift (albeit with a probability proportional to 1/T 4
that is likely to be negligibly small in practice). This pointer
shift corresponds to a change in the particle’s momentum
in the opposite direction from the direction associated with
the expectation value of the measured spin component in the
initial quantum state. As we have shown, such an error can
have severe consequences for the fidelity of the quantum-state
reconstruction.
If one uses a measurement field that is inhomogeneous in
all three directions in space, one can correspondingly impart
a momentum shift with three distinct spatial components.
Measuring these components provides the same information as
gained from successive protective measurements using three
different (nonphysical) measurement fields that are inhomoge-
neous in only one direction. We showed that the resulting state
disturbance is also the same, in agreement with what would
one expect from the general relationship between information
gain and disturbance in a quantum measurement. This suggests
a more general result concerning protective measurements,
namely, that multiple successive measurements are equivalent,
both in terms of the resulting pointer shifts and the cumulative
state disturbance, to carrying out the same measurements
simultaneously. Nonetheless, in a concrete experimental situ-
ation one of these two possible measurement procedures may
be easier to realize. For example, in the spin measurement
considered in this paper, a simultaneous implementation using
a measurement field that is inhomogeneous in all three direc-
tions in space is not only the physically relevant case (since the
field must be divergence-free), but also makes it unnecessary
to arrange three separate Stern-Gerlach apparatuses.
Despite several promising theoretical proposals [2,4,14,15],
the experimental realization of protective measurements is
still an open challenge. Our analysis indicates that an im-
plementation of the measurement scheme studied in this paper
may be within the parameter regime of existing Stern-Gerlach
experiments, such as those based on a beam of evaporated
potassium atoms. Both the dimensions of the apparatus and
the field inhomogeneities typically found in such experiments
are suited for producing an appreciable, macroscopic pointer
shift, although meeting the weak-measurement condition will
require a sufficiently strong uniform magnetic field in the
vicinity of 1–10 T. While a more careful estimate may
need to include consideration of experimental imperfections
and other factors, our aim here was to focus on the issue
of state disturbance and to show how it constrains the
experimental parameters. While the experimental challenges
are considerable, our analysis suggests that an implementation
of the measurement scheme studied here may well be feasible
in the near future.
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